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1. What is winkPark?

winkPark  is a working  innovative map-based mobile app which uses gamification ele-
ments and relies on cooperation between users. In the app, registered drivers mark  
available parking spaces in streets or car parks. Before they depart, they add their 
position to inform the community that this parking space is soon going to be made 
available.

Across the world, people use winkPark for their own benefit  
and to help one another find parking spaces, and save time.

https://www.facebook.com/winkParkApp/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cnekpst4SZI
https://www.facebook.com/winkParkApp/
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https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=sparking.winkpark

2. How does winkPark operate?

The app possesses two principal functionalities:

The winkPark system uses GPS and operates globally online, in real time, 24/7.

1. Map search for available parking 
spaces, which have been marked by 
the winkPark community members

The current app’s beta version is 
available for a free download for 
the Android 6, or more recent systems, 
through the Google Play store:

2. Booking a place and ‘receiving’ it 
from another driver before he/she 
departs

The company currently works on 
a version for Apple iOS and for the 
Android Auto

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=sparking.winkpark
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3. Monetising with winkPark

From the third quarter of 2020 the 
winkPark system shall have its own 
cryptocurrency for making pay-
ments. Tokens used so far will be-
come exchangeable. The company 
will open its dedicated exchange 
office to exchange tokens into the 
cryptocurrency.

TalaRs graphic symbol

Drivers will use tokens (TalaRs) to:

Drivers will be able to set their own 
waiting rates and transfer fees of 
their choosing between one an-
other.

1. Charge fees for their waiting time 
till the other driver shows up

2. Make donations in return for assis-
tance received when looking for 
a parking space

In the second quarter of 2019 the 
winkPark system shall be enriched 
with an embedded payment mecha-
nism which will use virtual currency 
- Utility Tokens with name TalaR.

TalaR
token

TalaR
coins

        DONATE 
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https://www.linkedin.com/company/sparking/

4. About SPARKING company

Since Polish IT professionals are well recognized and acclaimed around the world, 
it was an important factor which informed the Board’s decision to run the compa-
ny’s business from its home country.

SPARKING’s beginnings date back to the early 2017.

The company was set up in Warsaw, Poland. 

SPARKING nurtures cooperation and faith in people.

The company’s Board particularly strongly appreciates its team’s commitment,  
and provides creative work space, based on the Agile manifest.

The company is entirely funded by its partners’ own means.

The winkPark mobile app, with over US $ 400,000  
being invested in it, is the company’s flagship product.

https://www.linkedin.com/company/sparking/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/sparking/
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5.	 Company’s achievements	so	far

2017

2018

SPARKING comes into being

DEV backend unit starts

DEV frontend unit starts

Communication server starts

Business unit starts

winkPark’s first version: alpha v0.1.1

Development of GUI: the app starts in its current shape

App’s first public presentation: at the SmartCity Forum in Warsaw

Striking cooperation with companies which service car parks, and setting targets

API starts

Media houses for the global campaign are selected

SPARKING joins the Polish Organization of Parking Industry (POBP)

Alpha version 0.6.1 starts in the Google Play store

winkPark logo is a registered trade mark

Social Media unit starts

winkPark.app domain starts

Drivers start testing the v.0.6.98 version

New texts with translations are implemented into the app

Public beta application v0.7.1 starts

f e b

m a r

a p r

m ay

j u n

j u l

a u g

s p t

o c t

nov

d e c

f e b

m a r
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j u n

j u l

a u g
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6. App’s functionalities	as	they	are	available 
 at present:

1. Marking available parking spaces on the map
2. Notifying the community of one’s intention to release a space
3. Gamification elements:

• Life Points
• Experience Points 
• Visualization of other drivers who are driving towards a selected location

4. Social network elements: 
• Virtual “winking” at another driver
• Virtual “high-fiving” with another driver
• Likes
• Following

5. Search of users and registered cars
6. Notifications

7. An	overview	of	the	winkPark’s future	(roadmap) 
	 development:

Q4 ‘18
Improvement of app’s visual 

side, operations, gamifica-
tion function, commands, 
localizing into the leading 

languages of the world

Q1 ‘19
Start of the iOS version,  

implementation  
of functionalities  

for groups, localizing into  
the remaining languages

Q2 ‘19
Token-based payment 
model starts

Q3 ‘19
“Rental” functionality 
starts

Q4 ‘19
Integration with IoT, full  
operation on Android Auto

Q2 ‘20
Q3 ‘20Q4 ‘20

Servicing of commercial  
car parks starts

Own  
cryptocurrency  
starts

Parking functionality is rolled 
out across the globe

TalaR Token

TalaR Coin
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8. Composition of the winkPark team

Business Area (1/2)

Kamila Pendyk – Product Owner

Kamila has got experience in IT project 
implementation, and used to work as 
a Digital Project Manager and Head of 
Online Services. In 2016 she started the 
Girls In Tech Poland brand and became 
its first Marketing Director. She imple-
mented projects for, among others, Or-
ange, Velux, and Opel. Kamila graduated 
from the Polish-Japanese Academy of In-
formation Technology in Warsaw in 2017, 
while her MBA 4 IT degree was earned on 
a faculty which had been set up in collab-
oration with Microsoft. Kamila is also an 
activist in organizations which support 
women in new technologies.

Marta Krzemińska – Marketing Manager

Marta has got ten years of experience 
in advertising, and in the course of her 
professional career she used to work for 
the biggest agencies in Poland, including 
Peppermint and Ars Thanea. She suc-
cessfully created advertising campaigns 
for, e.g., Unilever, P&G, Bahlsen, Netia, 
Mazda, and Tui Poland. Marta is the win-
ner of the Effie Awards and of the Kreat-
ura Polish Advertising Competition.
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Development Area

Monika

A highly professional programmer and 
scrum master. She possesses an exten-
sive knowledge and experience in pro-
gramming for Apple systems. In Sparking, 
she develops winkPark’s iOS version.

Monika

A C# specialist and web services pro-
grammer. She programs the app’s fron-
tend.

Jakub

A C# specialist, and a talented musician 
and sound engineer. He programs the 
app’s frontend.

Grzegorz

He possesses an extensive experience 
as a business and IT consultant. He sup-
ports the team with his vast knowledge, 
and coordinates the app’s tests.

Business Area (2/2)

Olga Bińczak – Communications 
Manager

Olga’s portfolio includes taking care 
of Sparking’s and winkPark’s effective 
social media strategies. She supervises 
promotional activities on Facebook, 
Instagram, Twitter, Linkedin, Media, 
Quora, and Google, and supports 
development of applications related to 
Social Media. 

Łukasz

He is a programming pro, with a 15-years 
long track record of experience.  
Blockchain hothead. He designs the app’s 
technical side, and manages the IT team.

Andrzej

A Jagiellonian University graduate who 
holds a Ph.D. degree in physics, and a Java 
Specialist. He designs and programs the 
app’s servers, as well as programs the 5.

Piotr

Microsoft Xamarin expert and C# pro-
grammer. He programmes applications 
from the practical standpoint, and takes 
care of programming the app’s frontend.

Monika Zielenkiewicz – Creative 
Designer

Monika has been a creator of graphic de-
signs for IT solutions for six years, and is 
experienced both in design and in com-
puter graphics. She has developed the 
winkPark’s creation.

Jarosław Rybus – PR Manager

He has been professionally active in 
the sphere of public relations for 18 
years now. He gained his IT experience 
working for Gadu-Gadu, once the big-
gest Polish online communicator. His 
career includes many years of work 
as a journalist and company’s spokesman.
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Company’s Management

Advisers

Piotr Kowalczyk – CEO

An innovator and competent manager. He has been actively in-
volved in the multimedia and IT industries for 20 years, including in 
a managerial position for the last 10 years. His experience includes 
both the company’s and strategic management. The winkPark app is 
his original idea. https://www.linkedin.com/in/piotrkowalczyk/

Mirosław Grochot – VCEO

An experienced entrepreneur and investor. As an owner and 
co-owner of a number of companies, he is oriented towards busi-
ness development and support. His vast knowledge acquired over 
the years helps develop projects and achieve business objectives.

Miłosz Fryckowski

An independent financial analyst who specializes in technical anal-
ysis. He also works as an investments mentor. He is the head of  
MentorFinansowy.pl, which provides individual assistance to traders 
who want to boost their skills and be successful in making invest-
ments. Miłosz concluded his first financial markets transactions at 
the London Stock Exchange in late ‘80s. He is a philosopher and 
logician by education, a MBA graduate, and holder of a stock ex-
change analyst diploma which was awarded to him at the Union of  
Brokers and Advisors’ course. Recipients of his trainings on technical  
analysis and trading include financial organizations, such as XTB, and 
the Association of Financial Markets’ Technical Analysts. He was 
nominated twice for the Forex FxCuffs Market Award in the catego-
ry of The Blog of the Year (in 2014 and 2016.)

Michał Warczok

An business analyst, blockchain expert, investor in a lot of projects, 
and member of the ICO analysts’ group. Since 2014, Michał has been 
involved in research of cryptocurrencies and Initial Coin Offering 
projects. He is experienced in business intelligence, programming, 
and smart contracts.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/piotrkowalczyk/
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9. Why are we launching the ICO programme?

Support coming from ICO investors is going to help:

1. accelerate app’s development onto the Android, iOS, and Android Auto systems

2. create own cryptocurrency

3. ensure winkPark’s promotion 

4. increase the pool of active users

Increasing the number of winkPark active users is going to directly influence the vol-
ume of token sales, both via the app and through the web stock exchanges.

Since the winkPark system is a global solution, virtual currency in the form of tokens 
will help get rid of the marketing or exchange rates issues.

Once the virtual currency is  
entirely rolled out, mutual settle-
ments between the app users (driv-
ers) will be fast and low cost.

Tokens will be pooled and re-
corded on separate accounts, 
so no commission will apply for 
moving tokens within the system.  

Transfer commissions will apply 
only for payments made to external  
portfolios.

Drivers who are ready to charge fees for their waiting time, will be setting their own 
fee levels and enter them into the system. Thus a free market will emerge of those 
offering their time and those willing to pay for “saving” parking spaces for them. This 
will positively influence token sales and the cryptocurrency trading.

exchange blockchain
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10.	Building	the	ICO	value

One half of the tokens’ pool (50%) is going  
to be made available for ICO investors.  
The other half will be divided into two parts, the 
bigger part (35%) will be sold directly through 
the application, and the smaller one (15%) will 
be turned into a reserve for the Sparking’s use.

Tokens not sold during the ICO campaign will be 
moved to the overall pool of tokens and made 
available for purchases through the app.

A stable and long-term app development will boost the token’s market value.

Thanks to this, investors who purchase tokens during the ICO campaign will 
be able to earn on them by: 

1. buying cheaper services in return for tokens, within the application

2. individually selling tokens to other drivers, outside the system, at a price similar 
to that offered by the app (e.g. through eBay)

3. selling tokens through cryptocurrency exchanges

4. exchanging tokens for the winkPark cryptocurrency

The company will commit funds to enable token trading on leading cryptocurren-
cy stock exchanges. The winkPark cryptocurrency will be made available to entities 
wishing to pursue their own payment models based on it. An information campaign 
and an offer of technical and business support will be offered to potential business 
partners who will want to use the cryptocurrency for settlements within own appli-
cations.

ICO campain

winkPark

Sparking

Pre-sale

45%

35%

15%
5%

Drivers will be able to buy tokens through 
the application and use them as virtual cur-
rency, to make payments within the system.

 
Tokens under the ICO campaign will be  
offered at half the price of tokens  
which will be made available through the 
app.

5500 TalaRs
Pre ICO

4400 TalaRs
ICO

2200 TalaRs
App Sell

1 ETH
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11.	 Company’s commitment	to	effect
 the payments model

12.	 The	ways	for	the	ICO	investors	to	make	profits

The company is determined to start the token-based payment system regardless of 
the level of token sales attained during the winkPark’s ICO campaign.  
 
Each token soled within or outside of the ICO campaign has got a real value and can 
be used to make payments within the app.

Once attained, the Soft Cap will enable the company to independently implement 
its payments model. Implementation of objectives while still below the Soft Cap  
will be made possible thanks to Venture Capital (VC) financing. 

The VC funds option and implementation of the payments system will enable ICO 
investors to sell tokens and start earning on their investment in 2019.

1. Below the Hard Cap

• Q1 2019 tokens are available through the stock exchanges
• Q2 2019 token sales open for app users

2. On reaching the Hard Cap

• Q1 2019 tokens are available through the stock exchanges
• Q2 2019 token sales open for app users 
• Q3 2020 tokens are exchangeable for the winkPark cryptocurrency

Q2 2019Q1 2019 Q3 2020
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13. The ICO winkPark distribution model

Total Token Supply: 3,400,000,000 TalaRs

ICO Program Supply: 1,700,000,000 TalaRs

Hard Cap: 85,000,000 USD

Soft Cap: 4,500,000 USD

Presale Date: 9 Oct 2018 – 23 Oct 2018

ICO Sale Date: 23 Oct 2018 – 31 Dec 2018

Presale Exchange Rate: 1 ETH =  5500  TalaRs

ICO Exchange Rate: 1 ETH =  4400  TalaRs

Minimum Contribution: 0.05 ETH = 220 TalaRs

14. Key dates:

OCTOBER 10, 2018

Pre-sale ICO 
Campaign’s start

OCTOBER 09, 2018

ICO 
Campaign’s start

JANUARY 01, 2019

TalaR Token 
Free market

JUNE 24, 2019

Sales of tokens 
through the app

1,700,000,000 TalaRs

ICO Pool

1,700,000,000 TalaRs

Reserved Pool

Funds which will be raised from the sale of tokens through the Initial Coin Offering 
(ICO) campaign will be used to market, promotion and start a system of payments 
within the winkPark app.

The pool reserved for the SPARKING company will be divided for the Team, Advisors, 
Bounty Program and Future Fund 
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16.	Tokens	selling	price	via	the	winkPark app 
 after the close of the ICO campaign

1. tokens’ price will rise as the time progresses: the fewer tokens in the pool, 
the higher their price

2. the price of a token will increase by 1 cent from $0.10 to $100 in accordance with 
the formula below:

y  the price of one token via the app

p  the pool of tokens available via the app

x  the number of tokens sold via the app

99 x + p - 100 y =  10 (p - 1)

15.	Token’s price	during	different	sale	phases:

1. Pre-sale: $0.04

2. ICO campaign: $0.05

3. Sales via the winkPark app:  $0.10 and more

Time to sell tokens

To
ke

n 
pr

ic
e 

in
 w

in
kP

ar
k a

pp

$100

Free market 
(time to start payment system)

Q2 201931 DEC23 OCT09 OCT

Pre-sale ICO campain Sale in winkPark app

$ 0.10

$ 0.05
$ 0.04

Example: 5,000,000 TalaR tokens have already been sold in the application, so the 
current price is $ 0.14 and rest in-app pool is 1,190,000,000
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17.	 The	planned	use	of	the	gathered	finances 
 depending on what threshold  
 is attained in the ICO

< $
 4

.5
M

$ 
4.

5 
M

$ 
20

 M

 $
 5

0 
M

$ 
85

 M

Introduction of the VC funds ✓ – – – – 

Implementation of the token-based payment mechanism ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Listing the token on free Stock Exchanges ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Listing the token on more significant Stock Exchanges – ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Running the app's Promotion Campaign in selected cities across Europe ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Running the app's Promotion in selected cities across  
the US and Asia

– ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Running the app's Promotion Campaign  in selected cities across the world – – ✓ ✓ ✓

Moving the Company's headquarters to a new location – ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Financial clearing of the investment – ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Expanding and developing the DEV unit – ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Expanding and developing the Promotion and Sales unit – ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Expanding and developing the Global Business unit – – ✓ ✓ ✓

Expanding gamification mechanism ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Integration with social media ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Rolling out the app's localisation globally ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Extending functionalities to include groups ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Launching app's running on the Apple iOS systems ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Launching app's running on the Android Auto system ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Building functionality to service Rental ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Supporting the IoT devices ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Building functionality to service commercial car parks ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Establishing branches in the largest European countries – – ✓ ✓ ✓

Establishing branches in the largest American and Asian countries – – – ✓ ✓

Establishing branches in the largest countries across the world – – – – ✓

Creating own cryptocurrency – – – – ✓

Listing the cryptocurrency on Stock Exchanges – – – – ✓

Creating own e-Exchange Office – – – – ✓

Embedding into the app payment mechanism based on own cryptocurrency – – – – ✓

SOFT 
CAP

HARD 
CAP
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18. Legal Disclaimer / T&Cs

This document does not constitute a prospectus of offer document of any sort; 
and is not intended to constitute an offer of securities of any form, units in a business trust, units 
in a collective investment scheme or any other form of investment, or a solicitation for any form 
of investment in any jurisdiction.

It is not a solicitation for investment and does not in any way pertain to an offering of securi-
ties in the United States of America, US OFAC Sanction Countries and The People’s Republic of 
China, and citizens, persons domiciled in, or residents of countries the laws of which prohibit or 
conflict with the Token Sale (as defined in the winkPark whitepaper) are expressly excluded from 
contributing in exchange for any winkPark Tokens in the Token Sale. This document constitutes 
a description of the winkPark platform and the functionality of the winkPark tokens; it is for infor-
mational purposes only and may change as the winkPark technology develops over time.

DISCLAIMER: This website is for information purposes only. winkPark and all affiliated and related 
companies do not guarantee the accuracy of the conclusions reached on this website is provid-
ed “as is” with no representations and warranties,

express or implied, whatsoever, including, but not limited to: (i) warranties of merchantability, fit-
ness for a particular purpose, title or non-infringement; (ii) that the contents of this website are 
free from error or suitable for any purpose; and (iii) that such contents will not infringe third-par-
ty rights. 

All warranties are expressly disclaimed. winkPark and its affiliates expressly disclaim all liability 
for and damages of any kind arising out of the use, reference to, or reliance on any information 
contained in this website, even if advised of the possibility of such damages. In no event will 
SPARKING BCS Ltd, or its affiliates be liable to any person or entity for any direct, indirect, spe-
cial or conse quential damages for the use of, reference to, or reliance on this website or any of 
the content contained herein.

Recipients are specifically notified as follows:

No offer of securities: winkPark Tokens (as described in the winkPark whitepaper) is not intended 
to constitute securities in any jurisdiction. This website does not constitute a prospectus nor 
offer document of any sort and is not intended to constitute an offer or solicitation of securities 
or any other investment or other product in any jurisdiction.

No advice: This winkPark website does not constitute advice to contribute in exchange for any 
winkPark Tokens, nor should it be relied upon in connection with, any contract or contribution 
decision.

No representations: No representations or warranties have been made to the recipient or its 
advisers as to the accuracy or completeness of the information, statements, opinions or mat-
ters (express or implied) arising out of, contained in or derived from this website or any omission 
from this document or of any other written or oral information or opinions provided now or in 
the future to any interested party or their advisers. No representation or warranty is given as to 
the achievement or reason ableness of any plans, future projections or prospects and nothing 
in this document is or should be relied upon as a promise or representation as to the future. To 
the fullest extent, all liability for any loss or damage of whatsoever kind (whether foresee able 
or not) which may arise from any person acting on any information and opinions contained in 
this winkPark website or any information which is made available in connection with any further 
enquiries, notwithstanding any negligence, default or lack of care, is disclaime
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